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The MAALAN AARUM SAGA

When
MAALAN AARUM

you see,

You will learn TRUE history  

 

 

The MAALAN AARUM SAGA 

 

This slide set is a culmination of years of attempting to briefly tell a saga 

covering centuries, thousands of miles, and multitudes. 

   The pictograph at the top of the slide is the first pictograph of Chapter 3 

of the Maalan Aarum.  Chapter 3 tells about Greenland and the migration to 

Merica. 

 

The Norse in American lacked paper.  They chose to use sticks of wood 

about the width of a thumb and as long as the thumb from tip to second 

knuckle.  They would sketch a simple pictograph.  The pictograph was 

used to remind the memory to the Haiku associated with the pictograph. 

 

The Haiku was really a Norwegian haiku.   The first, fifth, and ninth, syllable 

of a 12 syllable set of phrases had to have the same vowel sound.  The 

requirements of the remainder of the Haiku are not completely understood, 

but often the rest of the Haiku appears to have an introduction and ending 

word that has the same vowel. 
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“The suppression of the true history of 
America is one of the more exquisite 

works of human society: 

the suppressed information is easily 
available to every citizen, yet few are 
even aware of its existence.” (p. 77)

Shorris, 1971
 

 

The MAALAN AARUM SAGA 

 

The quote comes from Chapter Five, The Three Hundred Years War, by Earl 

Shorris’ book entitled The Death of the Great Spirit, 1971.  

 

History is a study of past events.  Ancient American history until the 

Spanish Invasion is mostly a myth.  Early American history, until 1900 AD, 

contains mythical elements of distortion of past events.  The primary 

distortion is the “savages in a barren wilderness” theme.  Evidence 

indicates the American people behaved as we Christians, today, expect 

Christians to behave.  The European lust for gold and land enabled them to 

use superior weapons, developed in the warfare crucible of “Christian” 

Europe, to cause the death of several million Americans. 

 

No European invader found savages.  They made them.  Europeans and 

EurAmericans often gloated over an Indian resistance, because it gave 

them a reason for “just warfare.”  
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Maalan Aarum means, “Engraved Years” in the Old Norse language. 

 

For almost two centuries Maalam Aarum has been better known as “Walam 

Olum” an Indian legend.  The original translators did not understand the 

sounds. 
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The Maalan Aarum, from chapter 3 through chapter 5, is the oldest known 

true history of America. 

 

The creation of the Maalan Aarum began about 800 years ago. 

 

The pictograph reminded the historian to talk about the memories the 

Greenland people had of the “mild lands.”  The historian may have been 

talking about Milwaukee.  Milwaukee means “Mild Country.” 
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9861000

1121

(CHRISTIAN)

EAST MAN LAND
(BISHOP GNUPPSON)

 

 

In the year 985 Erik the Red led 11 ships and about 450 Norwegians to the 
Eastern and Northern settlements of Greenland. 
 
In the year 1000, King Olaf of Norway dictated that all Norwegians would 
become Christians.  That edit reached Greenland a little while later. 
 
Meanwhile, Leif Eriksson, Erik’s second son, sailed a ship into Ungava Bay.  
The sailing route and the description of the mouth of the River of Leaves 
are clearly stated in the Sagas.  Noted authorities have searched in vain for 
a location along the western Atlantic shores with an island on the north 
side of the mouth of a river where the tide surges to great heights.   Only 
the mouth of the River of Leaves meets all the description. 
 
In the year 1121, Bishop Gnuppson left his church in the Northern 
settlement and went to what would become Eastman’s Land.  He mission 
was to be a Pastor [called a “Paafa” in Old Norse] to the Norse already in 
eastern North America. 
 
The Norwegians believe they came to Norway from the east.  In the Hudson 
Bay company days (which started in the late 1600s] “East Man Land” 
meant an area on both sides of the “Sludd” river.  “Sludd” means, “Sleet” 
in Old Norse.  The British chose to name the river, “Eastmain” and deny 
that the new name means “East Man.”  Of the twenty two rivers that flow 
into James Bay, nine rivers clearly have Norse names and a few more have 
names that might have been Old Norse.  These names occur in an area 
where our history books describe only French and British explorers. 
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Bishop Gnuppson and the bishops that followed him used pictographs and a 
memory Haiku associated with each pictograph to tell spread the Creation and the 
Flood stories. 
 
The Creation story is more like the Bible than the Old Norse creation story.  
Instead of the snake Maalan Aarum Creation story has a good and an evil twin.  
The Coptic Christians had a similar Creation story. 
 
Bible authorizes say there are only two Genesis stories in religions around the 
world.  The Maalan Aarum is considered the second.  The Maalan Aarum is not the 
second.  It is the Genesis story spoken via Old Norse Haiku. 
 
The flood story is also similar to the Bible, except the pictographs include a comet 
and a serpent.  Recent research has developed a hypothesis the much of North 
America was devastated by the debris front of a supernova 13, 000 years ago.  
This event is now called the Big Event. 
 
In America they may have seen what appeared to be serpents plunging to earth.  
In Asia they may have looked like dragons.  The Maalan Aarum flood story may be 
a blend of Biblical and observed events. 
 
The following example from Chapter 2 may be compared to Noah and the arc. 
 

BISHOP(s) CREATED
PICTOGRAPHS with

MEMORY Haikus
To Teach BIBLE

Chap. 1     Creation
Chap. 2   The Flood

An EXAMPLE  from
Chap. 2, the FLOOD

follows
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The Manito daughter, coming, 
helped with her canoe,

helped all, as they came and came.

PICTOGRAPH

 

 

This example features the creator’s (Manito’s) daughter who comes to the 

rescue.  The pictographs were flat sticks of wood, which were slightly 

wider than a thumb and about as long as a thumb tip to the big knuckle 

near the wrist.  A Powvow (priest) would recite a Haiku associated with 

each pictograph. 

 

Norwegians took extreme pride in the ability to create a poetic Haiku.  

Poetic Norse is the ancient Norse language before the version we now call 

Old Norse.  Old Norse is still the modern language of Iceland. 

 

Some authorities suggest that the world did have fleets of intelligent men 

(and women) on boats when the Big Event occurred. 

 

Note the three “spikes” on the Manitou’s daughter.  These could be marks 

to mean “The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.”  The single “spikes” on the 

humans may mean they recognize the Holy Spirit, which in this example is 

the Manito’s daughter. 
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GENERATIONS COME & GO

LOCAL “BISHOPS”
& POWVOWS,
lead the dance.

EAST MAN LAND

ROME NAMES the BISHOPS 

 

 

As the generations passed the people in Eastman’s land, developed their 

own Bishops.  [Captain John Smith, who was “saved” by Pocahontas, met 

a Bishop near Maine in about 1610.] 

 

But in Europe, the political power remained in the Popes hands.  He 

appointed the Bishops.  While the Pope did appoint Norwegians to be 

Bishops in Greenland, the European politics evolved so that the title 

became a lucrative honor often secured by kickbacks to the Pope. 
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HREIN FJORD

ABIDE WITH PURE
RENAPE means

LOCAL “BISHOPS”
& POWVOWS,
lead the dance.

EAST MAN LAND

 

 

One of the stronger earlier Bishops decided to move the Bishop’s cathedral 

back to the Eastern Settlement.  The Bishop also chose to slide away from 

the powerful Eriksson clan.  He moved over the ridge line to fjord just 

south of Eriksfjord.  The Bishop named the new location Hreinfjord.  

“Hrein” means. “Pure.” as in “baptized to be pure.” 

 

The Old Norse for abide was “aa bye” which morphed into “ape” in Norse 

and “abide” in English.  People who lived in Hreinfjord were proud to tell 

other people that they “abided with the pure.”  In Old Norse the sounds 

were “Renape.” 
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1346
Little Ice
Age

MAJOR FOOD AT
OPEN WATER MARVELS

 

 

The Little Ice Age came in 1300 in cycles of nine very cold years and five 

almost warm years. 

 

The Norwegians in Greenland had diets that required about 80% sea food.  

When the sea froze, the only sure source of food was from Ungava Bay 

were the combination of 60 foot high tides and shallow sloping shores 

created a phenomenon called the “open water marvel” 

 

The pictograph on the left shows an iceberg floating on an open water 

marvel (see the fish) and the geese and bears coming to the water. 
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Northern
settlement 
walks away

 

 

 

On the third cycle of very cold weather, the people of Greenland walked 

away.  The Northern settlement went first.  Ivar Bardsson recorded that 

event for Europe.   

. 
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EVERGREEN LAND
CHAP. 3 MIGRATION

Eastern
settlement 
follows

Early groups
must move on.

 

 

About 3000 people slipped away from the Eastern settlement. 

 

 Two other men, Greenland Bishop Oddson, and Prof. Lyons of England 

documented those migrations  

 

At Eastman’s land the early groups of people had to move on to make room 

for those coming later. 

 

Somewhere in “Evergreen Land” north of the Great Lakes.  A few men 

thought “How will our descendants ever know what we did.”  A Powvow 

may have said, “How about the method we use for Bible stories.”  The 

Bible stories were supplemented by Chapter 3, a history of the migration. 
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1380
1600

CHAP. 4

CHAP. 5

MAALAN AARUM
ENGRAVED YEARS

LENAPE
SHAWNEE

 

 

When they moved out of the icy weather, the men could, and did, go 

anywhere and everywhere in North America and into Mexico.  The women 

and children moved into Southern Michigan and Ohio.  The community 

grew. 

 

Many men wanted to take families back to the “Big Sea.”  As generations 

passed the Len ape went to the east coast up to New England.  The 

Shawnee (Shawnee means, “south.” went south as far as Mexico and along 

the east coast into the Carolinas. 

 

Apparently two historians carried on the task of making more memory 

sticks. The recordings are a historical record of the places, events, and 

chiefs.  One historian appears to have recorded the Lenape experiences.  

The other recorded the Shawnee experiences.  These two parallel sets of 

sticks became chapter 4 and chapter 5 of a record, which became the 

Maalan Aarum, the “Engraved years’” 
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Algonquin/Old Norse
Occupied half of
North America

 

 

In the 1500 and 1600s (the 16th and 17th centuries) when the European 

invaders came ashore, about half of the North American continent was 

occupied by people who spoke Algonquin.  Many of the “Algonquin's” were 

descended from people speaking Old Norse.  Some of the Old Norse 

speakers’ ancestors had been Christians. 

 

The Leni Lenape, (the pure abiding with the pure) who were standing on 

shore, behaved as we would expect modern day Christians to behave.  

They offered food, friendship, and a piece of land for the Europeans to sit 

upon. 

 

In every case, except for the Finnmark people, the Europeans’ immediate 

action was to build a fort! 
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1600
1820

LENAPE
SHAWNEE

 

 

In 1600 the Leni Lenape were settled along the eastern Atlantic coast from 

the Carolinas to New York.  A branch of Leni Lenape called the Mahigans 

extended their area up the Hudson River. 
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1600
1820

LENAPE
SHAWNEE

 

 

Then the EurAmericans began to invade.  In two turbulent centuries which 

included the First World War, a revolution, and a reprise of the revolution 

on Leni Lenape ground, the EurAmericans, drove a tattered remnant of the 

Lenape and the Shawnee over the Appalachian Mountains.  Britain 

promised to hold the line so the Leni Lenape could have the land to the 

west. 

 

The Indians were not the threat, the whites coming from England and 

nations in Europe were the trouble makers. The supply and garrison of 

those British soldiers was one of the contributing factors to the 

Revolutionary war.  Many encounters between Indians and encroaching 

Europeans were resolved by excessive violent retribution made possible 

by European control of rifles and powder. 
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1600
1820

MAALAN AARUM IS GIVEN
to KIND U.S. ARMY DOCTOR

 

 

Then in 1820 the EurAmericans, who decided the ground was to productive 

for “savages” to use, told the Lenape and the Shawnee they had to move 

across the Mississippi. 

 

At that time a frenzy of irrational frustration swept through the tribes.  The 

young men blamed the older generation for giving the whole country away.  

In a rage, one young man threw his father onto the camp fire until the old 

man was dead.  Other, equally gruesome things happened but were not 

recorded. 

 

An old American historian, perhaps Killbuck Jr., who had fought on the 

side of the EurAmericans during the revolutionary war, knew he was dying.  

He sought pain relief by going to an US army doctor. 
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This painting by Hal Sherman, an adopted Shawnee, depicts a probable 

scene when the old American Historian presents the 183 sticks of the 

Maalan Aarum.  The historian told the doctor that a memory Haiku went 

with each stick. 

 

The doctor took the memory sticks to an outstanding professor in the most 

progressive university on the frontier. 

 

Note the cross on the historian and the Norwegian style dress on the 

woman. 
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The Maalan Aarum saga was recorded by  
 
Another old American historian spoke the Haikus in Algonquin.  The American historian appears to 
have known how to speak English.  There are some indications that he knew the Moravian priests 
were not recording the translation correctly. 
 
For example, for pictograph 2, the Historian tried four different ways to make the Moravian priests 
understand the word for “winter” which they never wrote down.  The final result is that the four ways 
to describe winter were recorded in English but the English does not reflect what the Algonquin 
words mean. 
 
 Two or more Moravian priests, (1821) who recorded sounds and translated.  There are indications 
that the Moravians were not competent recorders or translators. 
 
For example they apparently knew the word for a sea turtle, “Tulpe,” and they were knowledgeable 
about the turtle clans and turtle fetishes of the Iroquois.  So any syllable with a sound close to “tul” 
was swiftly recorded as “tul” and translated to English as “turtle.” 
 
 Rafinesque, (1821 to 1836), who modified sound spelling and translation. 
 
Rafinesque, a well educated man, had his own filters.  He believed the Bering Strait passage for all 
Americans.  There is evidence that he changed the original sounds, as recorded, in two places.  So 
the Algonquin words would conform to his English changes to convert west to east. 
 
Result: Recorded sounds & English, but “something lost in translation.” 
 
Algonquin speakers, who eventually learned to read, have said “That is not our language.”  
EurAmericans have used some of Rafinesque’s correction markings to write that he created a hoax. 

Maalan Aarum
saga was recorded by 

Another old American historian,
who spoke the Haikus in Algonquin.

Moravian priests, (1821)
who recorded sounds & translated.

Rafinesque, (1821 to 1836)
who modified sound spelling & translation

Result: Recorded sounds & English,
but “something lost in translation.”
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FOR TWO CENTURIES
the EURAMERICAN BELIEF,

“AMERICANS are SAVAGES,”

Obscured INVASION with
“MANIFEST DESINTY” slogans.

In that context SCHOLARS wrote,
“WALAM OLUM is a FAKE”
and  ignored the histories

of AMERICAN nations.
 

 

FOR TWO CENTURIES the EURAMERICAN BELIEF that “AMERICANS are 
SAVAGES,” Obscured INVASION with “MANIFEST DESINTY” slogans. 
 
In that context SCHOLARS wrote, “WALAM OLUM is a FAKE” and ignored the 
histories of AMERICAN nations. 
 
A very few, Roger Williams and Thomas Morton, were among those who knew 
different. 
 
Our history books say that Roger Williams was driven out of the Pilgrim colony 
and denied admission into the Puritan colony because of “theological 
differences.” 
 
“Theological differences” were colony entertainment.  Roger William’s 
“theological differences” were that “the Americans speak ancient Norse and Old 
Norse” and “we should not be selling their land.” 
 
Thomas Morton, who taught classical languages in England, recognized Greek 
and roman phrases.  He was sent back to England, in Chains—three times! 
 
Others who may have known may have been killed by an attack by a “savage.” 
 
The Kings of Europe were trying.  The charters in the new world had provisions to 
prevent usurping land from “civilized” people.  The reports sent home from the 
new world excluded comments about civilized people.  But “savage” uprisings 
were frequently mentioned. 
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IN LATE 1930s
A NORWEGIAN  IMMIGRANT

THOUGHT.

“I CAN UNDERSTAND
INDIAN NAMES for PLACES.”

HE COLLECTED 25 WORD LISTS
from 18 ORIGINAL TRANSLATORS.

HE STUDIED and WROTE BOOKS  

 

In the late 1930s a NORWEGIAN immigrant thought. 

“I can understand names for places.” 

   He collected 25 word lists from 18 original translators 

   He studied and wrote eight volumes of one book, The Viking and the Red Man. 
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VOL 3VOL 2

VOL 6 VOL 8VOL 5 VOL 7

VOL 4

VOL 4

ALGONQUIN is
OLD NORSE!

1940
1942 1944

1950 1952 19541948

 

 

The first Viking and the Red Man contains about two thousand, five hundred comparisons of words used by 
Algonquin's and phrases used by people who speak Old Norse. 
 
   Sherwin’s personal criteria was that he had to find words with similar sounds and meanings in word lists from 
at least two different sources before he would try to match the Algonquin word to Old Norse meanings.  Many 
words were similar in word lists from eighteen (18) tribes.  Many words used the unique Old Norse reflexive 
pronouns “sin” and “sik” in the correct Old Norse grammar.   
 
   We have a state, “Wisconsin” that uses “sin” correctly.  Wisconsin is, “His wise woman,” in Old Norse, which 
means a female shaman.  The name may have been given to the women of the area over 7,500 years ago, when 
archaeological evidence indicates that Wisconsin people may have been casting copper into useful tools.  The 
women may have tended the fires for casting copper, thus earning the right to be called a man’s “WisKonsin”  
 
   The ancient Greek classic, Jason and the Agranaughts, describes the Wisconsin River as “the river of fire.”   
The “river of fire” may refer to the Wisconsin River at a time when the women of many villages along the river 
tended the forges that produced cast copper.   
 
   Sherwin’s first two books were published by Funk & Wagnalls Company.  Then Sherwin, a retired man with 
limited resources self published the last six books as volumes under the same title.  The last book was printed in 
1954. 
 
   Sherwin’s effort was to determine if the Algonquin and Old Norse Languages were similar.  He studied the 
hypothesis for over twelve years before he wrote in the foreword of volume four that “The Algonquin Indian 
Language is Old Norse.” 
 
    Sherwin listed noted contemporary linguists, several of them foreign, in his bibliography.  To date, no mention 
of Sherwin can be found in any linguistic bibliography. 
 
   One of the major factors for Sherwin being ignored is that the first volume was placed into the national library 
system as a dictionary.  Old dictionaries are found in the remote, often inaccessible, sections of Library stacks. 
 
   Sherwin made over 16,000 comparisons between Algonquin “words” and Old Norse phrases.  He repeatedly 
demonstrates that the original translators “words” were, in fact, phrases.  Before linguists can doubt the 
authenticity of Sherwin’s effort, they will have to show clearly that 8,000 comparisons are incorrect or 
duplications.  To be able to refute Sherwin’s conclusion that the “Algonquin Indian Language is Old Norse,” 
linguists will have to show clearly that 8,000 comparisons are incorrect or duplications. 
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A HALF CENTURY LATER

CONTRA COSTA LIBRARY

LOCATED

MAALAN  AARUM
and

ALL 8 VOLUMES of
VIKING AND RED MAN

for Dr. Myron Paine, 
who determined that:

 

 

A HALF CENTURY LATER CONTRA COSTA LIBRARY LOCATED MAALAN  

AARUM and ALL 8 VOLUMES of 

the VIKING AND RED MAN for Dr. Myron Paine.  

 

Dr. Paine has a Ph. D. in Engineering, and at one time, was listed in Who’s Who 

in Engineering.  Quite by accident he found first reference to Reider T. Sherwin in 

a book about Norwegian pioneers.  The same book mentioned the 

disappearance of 4000 Norwegians from Greenland in 1342.  Years later, after 

Dr. Paine retired, he was looking for data about the disappearance of the 

Greenland Norwegians, when he discovered the Maalan Aarum in a book about 

the Delaware Indians. 
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This pictograph is for Haiku seven of Chapter 3 of the Maalan Aarum.  A fat man 

sits on a Viking Captain’s chair, the seat of authority, on top of a land surrounded 

by ice.  The fat man is a high religious person because he has the “Father, Son, 

and holy ghost spikes rising from his head. 

 

The slide shows the first three sounds of the Haiku.   

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

First  
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

SOUNDS
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Then the original translation in English is shown for each sound.   

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

First  
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

ORIGINAL
ENGLISH
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The original sounds are restored and compared to Algonquin words.  The close 

comparison of two out of three words is strong evidence that the original sounds 

came from a man speaking Algonquin. 

 

The “Tulpe” word was common knowledge for the Moravian priests.  It means, 

“an animal (pe) shaped like a mound (Tue).”  The word meant “sea turtles,” but 

was probably misapplied to land turtles in common speech.  The Moravians may 

have been familiar with the Iroquois turtle clans and their many turtle fetishes.  

Thus they wrote down any word sounding similar to “Tul” as “tulpe.”  They 

probably did not recognize “Touappu.” 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

First  
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

SOUNDS
ALGONQUIN
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In this slide the Algonquin words are compared to the Norse phrases that 

Reider T. Sherwin selected as the correct phrases.  Sherwin knew how to 

speak Old Norse so even though the Old Norse spelling looks slightly 

different from the Algonquin words, the Old Norse sounds may have been 

closer than we would expect.   

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

First  
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

NORSE
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Forcing a “turtle” to replace “land we left behind” causes a major problem 

with understanding the Haiku. 

 

The “land we left behind” is far more reasonable than “turtle country” for a 

people who came from a cold, freezing, stormy, snowy country. 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

First  
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

COMPARE
ENGLISH
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Forcing a “turtle” to replace “land we left behind” causes a major problem with 

understanding the Haiku. 

 

Educated Leni Lenape recognized that the Maalan Aarum was an oral history but 

the translators were not competent t.  Other Leni Lenape recognized the bad 

translations as evidence that the Maalan Aarum was not their history. 

 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

First  
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

COMPARE
ENGLISH? !!
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The same process is repeated for the second three sounds of the Chapter 3, Haiku.  Note 

that the Moravian Priests fixated on “Tulpa.”  They wrote a sound that seemed like 

“Tulpe,” a word that they knew meant “Turtles.” 

 

 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Second 
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse
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The “linapiwi” sound is recorded but no English translation is given.  The 
priests should have known “linapiwi” because they must have preached 
the concept of being “pure.”  Perhaps, they could not relate purity with 
turtles and may have deliberately omitted the English translation. 
 
 
 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Second 
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse
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Note that the fixation on “Tulpe” caused the priests to miss the Algonquin 
word.  So the priests’ fixation may have caused them to believe that the 
historian was using hand gestures about turtles. 
 
 

 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Second 
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse
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This is the comparison of the second three sounds, which shows the 
similarities of the Algonquin words and the Old Norse words. 
 
The American historian may have accepted the priests’ translations during 
Chapter 1, the Creation, and Chapter 2, the Flood, because he may have 
believed the priests were better religious authorities than he was.   
 
 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Second 
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse
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The “pure be” sound is recorded in Algonquin but no English translation is given.  
  
There are indications that the historian knew that the translations of chapter 3 were not correct.  
The translator’s omission of “pure be” would have been upsetting to a man who was trying to tell 
priests that Leni Lenape means the “pure, abiding with the pure.” 
 
Later in the translation (Chapter 3, Haiku 13), the American historian spoke Algonquin words, 
which he intended for future Algonquian speakers.  These words reveal that the translations were 
not correct.   
 
Then the historian covered up the warning message by helping the priests to “translate” a 
distorted English Haiku.  The distorted English translation might encourage Algonquin speakers 
to look at the recorded sounds.  The Algonquin sounds would tell Algonquin readers that the 
English translation is not what the Algonquin sounds meant.    
 
The priests apparently did not know enough Algonquin to catch the deception. The net result is 
that most Algonquians believe that the recorded sounds and garbled English translation are a 
“white mans” creation. 
 

 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Second 
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

MISSING !!
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This is one of the crucial mistranslations of the Walam Olum.  Haiku 7 tells the 

reader that the Leni Lenape had a bishop who was immersed to be pure.  This 

evidence should have indicated that the Leni Len ape were Christians. 

 

Preconceived concepts and poor translating skills away from the mission Algonquin 

language doomed the Leni Lenape to continued dispersal.  The Leni Lenape, who 

were Christian, eventually were given a reservation in Oklahoma, but a large 

number of them “hid in plain sight.”  Their Christian beliefs and their “white” 

coloring helped many Leni Lenape women to marry into Mennonite, Quaker, and 

other German sects. 

 

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Second 
three (3) 
sounds

Sounds Algon. Old Norse

MISSING !!

? !!
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A paraphrase of Chapter 3, Haiku 7 based on the sounds>Algonquin>Old Norse>English 

decipherment would be: 

 

In the earlier, freezing land we left behind, 

He, who was immersed to be pure, had the land. 

 

A modern interpretation of the Haiku would be: 

 

The baptized Bishop ruled in Greenland. 

 

This Haiku was composed in the age when the Pope, Archbishops, and Bishops ruled 

most of Europe. 

 

The priests had been hearing the words “barbarians” and “savages” since they arrived in 

America.  They had seen the turtle fetishes.  How would they should have known the 

wrinkled “savage” wrapped in a donated blanket was talking about the politics of an 

obscure land.

Walam  Olum
Chap. 3 Haiku 7

Paraphrase 
Old Norse 

Interpretation:
The BISHOP RULED in

GREENLAND !!
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The sounds of the Maalan Aarum are strong evidence that the sounds were 

repeated by people speaking Algonquin.  Sherwin’s 15,000 comparisons 

showing that Algonquin “words” are similar to Old Norse phrases is strong 

evidence that the Algonquin sounds were, in fact, Old Norse sounds. 

 

The Maalan Aarum was created by people who spoke Old Norse! 
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LET US REVIEW:

ALGONQUIN LANGUAGE IS OLD NORSE

MAALAN AARUM was created
by people who spoke OLD NORSE 

MAALAN AARUM has a chapter 
about GREENLAND

and the migration to AMERICA

GREENLAND AMERICA

 

 

LET US REVIEW: 

 

The ALGONQUIN LANGUAGE is similar OLD NORSE 

The MAALAN AARUM was created 

by people who spoke OLD NORSE  

 

MAALAN AARUM has a chapter  

about GREENLAND 

Chapter 3, Haiku 7 says 

 

On the wonderful slippery water, 

On the stone hard water all went 

 

Chapter 3, Haiku 8 says 

 

To [the other side] to the [west] in the darkness, 

They walk and walk, all of them. 

 

Pictographs and Haikus were and enduring system for recording history.  It was begun in 

America before Latin and paper came to Scandinavma.  How else would you have told 

about migration across 450 miles of ice? 
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Dr. PAINE STUDIED 
for SIX YEARS 

(Equivalent to two Ph. Ds) 

He wrote a manuscript with
MAALAN AARUM, Chap 3, as plot.

Galde Press called the Maalan Aarum
“The True History of America.”

Galde Press published two books.

 

 

Dr. PAINE studied for six years       
(Equivalent to two Ph. Ds) 
 
Author’s Note:  I have a Ph. D. in Engineering.  I believe the training and the 
Engineering view point helped in the research.  As a person with a Ph. D. in 
one of the more difficult subject matters, my claim of “two Ph. Ds” is 
supported by accurate knowledge of the effort required to earn a Ph. D. 
 
He wrote a manuscript with MAALAN AARUM, Chap 3, as plot. 
 
Another NOTE:  My degrees are in Engineering.  I do not have degrees as 
an archaeologist, anthropologist, historian, or linguist.  So I wrote a 
fictional history.  Most of the characters are fiction.  The archaeological, 
anthropologic, history and linguistic details are as accurate as I could 
determine.  If my manuscript had been submitted to the professional 
journals, you may not, yet, have the chance to read the story. 
 
The editor at Galde Press called the Maalan Aarum 
“The True History of America.” 
 
Galde Press published two books. 
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Merica means, “Ocean Land.”  “Mer” in Old Norse (ON), means, “Ocean,” 

and “Rike” means, “land.”  The Norse sailed west to the Ocean Lands.  

There still is city called Merrik on Long Island, NY. 

 

Best place to buy these books is at Barnes & Nobles Online or Galde Press. 
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You are one of a few in the history cast.

The multitude of suppressors is vast.

The silenced Lenape may not last.

But the Maalan Aarum is not yet past.

Will your grand kids will become
aware of its existence?

 

 

You are one of a few in the history cast. 

The multitude of suppressors is vast. 

The silenced Lenape may not last. 

But the Maalan Aarum is not yet past. 

Will your grand kids become aware of its existence? 

 

Author’s Note:  I plan to tell this study of past events to as many people as 

possible.  Somewhere, somehow, people in education, media, linguistics, 

anthropology, archaeology, history, or government will have enough 

influence to make school history true.  If you want to help, tell the Maalan 

Aarum recording of past events. 



 
The Maalan Aarum Saga is one thread of past events that is not included in American 

History. 

 

When history in American started in the 1600s, the English were still engaged in taking all 

the land and killing the natives.  The myth that only a few  savages lived in the barren 

wilderness was helpful to the incoming settlers, who wanted to believe that they had a 

“manifest destiny” to occupy the land.  Actually the settlers had access to rifles and gun 

powder so they could control their destiny. 

 

But a study of past events reveals evidence that the savages were following a code of 

Christian ethics because their ancestors had been Christians.  Seventy percent of 

American was cultivated like a garden.  Until the diseases spread by Europeans ran amok, 

their was a large population.  This knowledge should be known to students. 

   

One way to make the knowledge known to students is to spread the information to as 

many people as possible. 

 

Another approach is to inform those people who control the standard test questions so 

that the students will be required to know more true past events. 

You have seen

The MAALAN AARUM SAGA

You have become aware of

TRUE history

We are few, help us become more.

Dr. Myron Paine, APRIL 2010  


